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Correlation is NOT Causation



Total of Fed, ECB, BoJ, 
PBoC, BoE, RBA balance 
sheets rebased to USD



US, EU, Japan,UK & China  
Deficits Exploded during 

the Pandemic



$3.4 trillion in retail 
deposits on the sidelines



Is this as good as it gets 
for liquidity?



China’s credit 
impulse is about 
to turn upwards



China is a trader’s market. Political 
uncertainty is too high for the 
majority of long-term investors. 

For traders it’s a buy today. 





India is at the dawn of a 
new credit cycle



US Interest expense dropped in 
2020 as debt issuance exploded



Social Security Net Outlays 
remain in a consistent trend
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This is the definition of a 
debt trap
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Wages are on the 
cusp of breaking out



High yield spreads have 
barely registered the 

threat of tapering



Yield curve continues to rise – not 
great news



Facebook, Apple, Nvidia, Google, 
Microsoft, Amazon & 

Netflix(FANGMAN) have a combined 
market cap of $10 trillion and still 

rising. 



FANGMAN’s relative peak was 
last year. They are now lagging. 
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2-year notes have not looked 
this bullish since at least 2010.



1000-day MA defines 
secular trends.
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Copper miners are only just beginning 
to respond to historically high prices. 





















What happened 
after the ECB took €1 

trillion of out 
circulation?
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• Summary

FANGMAN are very late in the cycle and now underperforming. 

India and China are in new credit cycles. 

Japan, Europe and UK are breaking out of long-term base formations

Cyclicals like commodities and banks are surging in response to government interference, 
pandemic obstacles, higher shipping rates, climate events and liquidity fuelled demand. 

The inflationary dragon is stirring following a long slumber – pray it really is transitory

The Federal Reserve is going to have a very difficult time raising rates. 

Ultimately, that is Dollar bearish. Gold and Fintech prosper in that environment.

The Dollar is the lynchpin to the emerging market play. 

Thank you.




